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Edgewood Robotics Invitational Challenge ERIC 2018:  

CARNIVAL CARN“EDGE" 

  

Scenario: 

 

The following message was posted to the social media app “Quaker” in the last 24 

hours: 

 

“My fellow drakes and hens, for too long we have been under appreciated in the carnival mid-

way.  Rise-up and take over!  Let's show festive carnival goers what we can do!  Show them 

that we are more than something to be plucked from a pond!”  

 

Each CarnEdge team will employ a coach, a minimum of two technicians, and one 

robot.  In addition to completing the game objectives, the technicians will have up 

to 10 minutes to complete an Engineering Challenge with judges.  This 

confidential challenge will assess your basic programming, building and 

cooperation skills without coach support or other outside material.   

 

If your team proves to be effective, awards and recognition will follow.  
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ERIC 2018 Carnival CarnEdge Objectives: 

  

1 - KNOCK OVER CUPS 

Use the carnival duck(s) to knock over the stacked cups in the black space over the 

yellow/blue zone. 

*ONLY carnival duck(s) may contact the stacked cups 

*Robot must not contact black space containing stacked cups 

*Score if cups are in contact with matt/floor and the lip of cup is not in contact 

with black rectangle space or the lip is not in full contact with the matt 

  

Examples: 

                                                
45 points                             15 points                           15 points                             30 points 

  

VALUE:   

15 points each (90 points maximum)  

  

2 - DUCK TOSS  

The ducks escaped their pond, but maybe they would not be able to escape from 

individual cups or if they were surrounded by cups.  Toss ducks at cups of the 

green/yellow zone. 

*Only ONE duck may score in direct contact of center inverted cup 

*Duck(s) in cups may rise above lip, but must be at least partially below lip of cup 

  

Examples: 

                     
              40 points                                                 60 points                                            10 points 
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VALUE:   

10 points for each duck in cup (80 points maximum) 

30 points for duck in contact with center inverted cup (30 points maximum) 

Combination (100 points maximum) 

  

3 – DUNK TANK:   

The carnival manager is hiding on the dunk tank seat.  The opportunity to dunk is 

irresistible.  Press the lever to dunk/drop manager into the tank in the green zone. 

*Dunk must be result of robot contact with lever target, not dunk tank seat. 

  

VALUE: 

15 points  

  

4 - RING TOSS  

Test out the ring toss by retrieving the rings from red zone and tossing them so that 

they land surrounding an axle in the blue/rock zone. 

*Robot may not contact ring toss elements 

  

VALUE: 

10 points each (40 points maximum) 

  

5 – RING THE BELL:   

Will ringing bells chase the ducks back to their pond?  Use robot strength to raise 

the lever on the muscleman element to ring the bell in the rock/red zone. 

*Bell must remain in vertical upright position 

  

VALUE:  

20 points  

  

6 – FORCED MIGRATION:   

One of the ducks has noticed that your robot is collecting his friends and has taken 

to higher ground.  He is now loafing on the muscle man bell.  Use robot speed and 

strength to force the duck to migrate to base.   

*Duck must propel into base only as result of contact with muscleman lever.   

  

VALUE: 

40 points (scored during match) 
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7 - CONCESSION STAND 

The ducks destroyed the concession stand, funnel cakes, and cotton candy.  Create 

and deliver a concession stand that contains all cotton candy and burnt funnel 

cakes to the OO of word EDGEWOOD in blue zone  

* must be built from Legos and or acceptable items 

* food items may not touch the matt 

* concession stand must fit on the OO, between the burgundy line above and below 

the word EDGEWOOD 

 

VALUE: 

20 points  

 

8- DUCKS IN THE POND.  

Return ducks to their pond by moving them to the Edgewood Robotics symbol in 

yellow area.   

*Ducks must be completely in black space (including vertical plane) of Edgewood 

Robotics Logo 

 

VALUE: 

5 points each (40 points maximum) 

 


